The Ultimate is

Unforgettable

One Atlantic Events is
Simply Perfect Down to
the Smallest Ingredient
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View from One Atlantic terrace

What would you say if I told you that
the best catered event you’d ever host or
attend was 100 yards out to sea over the
Atlantic Ocean? Hovering over the choppy waves amidst the busy and sometimes tacky architecture of Atlantic City,
floats a comparatively celestial haven.
This one-of-a-kind venue is poised atop
The Playground at Caesars, enveloped in
a hype-chic ambiance and surrounded
by floor to ceiling windows, showcasing unforgettable views of the beach
boardwalk and skyline. Just being in this
space is enough to inspire delight, but

that is just a fraction of the elevated experience that One Atlantic Events brings
to all of its custom events.
The catering at One Atlantic Events
is somehow more impressive than the
view. From hors d’ oeuvres to enormous
banquets, the Executive Chef works with
each individual host to plan the perfect
menu for that particular event, executing everything with outstanding skill
and inspired passion. Flexing an eclectic repertoire of tastes, cuisines, and
styles, Head Chef Bill Fausey has yet to
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encounter a host he couldn’t encapsulate
in a captivating menu. No two events
are ever the same and they never fail
to thrill guests with delicious surprises.
Every bite is another page in a unique
and important story, your story.
What is perhaps most impressive
about Chef Fausey and the entire staff at
One Atlantic Events, is that their ability
to tell your story through the medium of
food could make J.K. Rowling jealous.
“People have asked us to replicate old
family recipes and meals from treasured
memories of traveling abroad, and we
are always able to hit the mark,” says
Director Elizabeth McGlinn. The team at
One Atlantic Events is not only capable
of executing near-perfect offerings of
their own, they are able to harness that
talent and create the most intimate representation of the host, their family, their
experiences, and their life. Imagine this:
your most precious memory is when
you and the love of your life got engaged
over an unforgettable meal overlooking
the Eiffel Tower. Years later, upon tying
the knot under the majestic surroundings of One Atlantic Events, almost four
thousand miles away, you experience the
exact same dish, executed to an almost
impossible level of similarity. Not only
are you able to relive that memory, you
are able to bring all your loved ones
along with you to that special moment.
Their cuisine is so beloved, the staff
will even have tastings for past hosts
who want to come back and sample the
food from an event they hosted previously. It’s almost as if these people come
back to be reunited with an exalted
guest that was ushered into the event by
Fausey himself. There is such a dedication to craft within One Atlantic Events
that the food can literally take on a
personality of its own, whether that is
a representation of you and your loved
ones or something completely new.
This dedication to creatively offering
the very best is reflected in not just the
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space and the menu, but in the ingredients themselves. They even go as far as
to have an in-house professional forager
who works with local growers on everything from clam-digging excursions
to strawberries planted and harvested
specifically for an event. This is a level
of commitment that is as commendable
as it is uncommon. “What separates us is
that everything we make is from scratch,”
says Head Chef Bill Fausey, “and we are a
farm-to-table operation. We try to locally
source all of our food ingredients and
create everything, including our hors d’
oeuvres, from scratch.”
This thorough consideration also
extends to their specialty cocktail service. An expert sommelier and renowned
mixologist are just two of the passionate
professionals who craft custom cocktails
and devise food and wine pairings that
are truly extraordinary. Whether showcasing offerings that are on the forefront
of cocktail trends or a divine representation of the classics, your drink is sure
to be as inspired as the view you take in
while drinking it.
In a town defined by decadence, it’s
incredibly hard to stand out. With so
much happening in Atlantic City, capturing the ‘wow factor’ is no easy charge
for a host or event planner. One Atlantic
Events is undoubtedly one of those rare
experiences, a diamond among the semiprecious stones. It is impossible to gaze
out from the roof-top terrace or look upon
the amazing culinary displays and not be
consumed by the majesty of it all. What
sets this place apart from everything
else in the city is that the grandeur and
elegance is as much of the allure as the
attention to detail. This is literally and
figuratively the farthest away you can be
from the rest of Atlantic City while still
being in it, only 100 yards out to sea.
1 Atlantic Ocean Suite 4106
Atlantic City, NJ 08401
Tel: 609-343-9902
oneatlanticevents.com
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